Electron transfer between cytochrome b(5) and some oxidised haemoglobins: the role of ionic strength.
We have compared experimental measurements and Brownian dynamic calculations for the reduction of oxidised adult human haemoglobin by reduced bovine cytochrome b(5) over a range of ionic strengths. Our calculations suggest that the presence of molecular electrostatic fields have a significant role to play in the formation of the electron transfer complexes. These results predict that electron transfer occurs within an ensemble of similarly weakly docked complexes, the formation of which is strongly ionic strength dependent. Application of electron tunneling analysis to the complexes allows us to predict the rates of electron transfer within each ensemble of complexes as a function of ionic strength. The outcome of this theoretical study is compared with experimental rate measurements. A comparison of the results obtained from adult and embryonic haemoglobins, at a fixed ionic strength, indicates a significant difference in the characteristics of complex formation. These data emphasise the role played by electrostatic interactions in this important physiological reaction.